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To Be a Christian During the Rennaissance
Caroline Glazer
To be alive during the Renaissance was to be exposed to an endless
reminder of your proximity to heaven, and your complete failure to get
any closer to it. Especially if you were a white, Christian male, the artwork of Renaissance masters like Raphael, Michelangelo, and da Vinci
would have seemed a particularly personal picture of what it meant to
be a human striving toward God: namely, in excellent physical shape
(see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: The Creation of Adam, Michelangelo c. 1512

Artists like Raphael subscribed to the Neoplatonic school of thought
that we, as humans, have the capacity to achieve divine greatness, but
we simply don’t take advantage of it. At the peak of the Renaissance,
most artists chose to portray “capacity to achieve divine greatness” in
humans through what art historian Albert E. Elsen, in Purposes of Art,
This paper was written for Rebecca Gertmenian’s Art of World
Cultures class in the spring of 2013.
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calls “heroic muscularity,” or just “bulging muscles akin to those of
whichever divine figure happens to appear in the composition.” The intention of artists, however, was not to make white, Christian males feel
bad about their bodies, but to celebrate the human form just as they
celebrated all natural life forms in an attempt to find the same amount
of holiness in life on earth as in life in heaven. Raphael’s cartoon for a
tapestry in the Sistine Chapel, titled The Miraculous Draught of Fishes
from c. 1515-1516 (see Fig. 2), embodies all the values and goals of Renaissance artists. It shows a dedication to the best of the natural world,
without really acknowledging any other parts of it, ultimately suggesting that only the best of humanity are worthy of ascent into heaven
through Christianity.

Fig. 2: The Miraculous Draught of Fishes, Raphael c. 1515-1516

The Miraculous Draught of Fishes depicts a gospel story that would have
been familiar to viewers at the time, in which Jesus boards the failing
fishing boat of soon-to-be disciple Peter and tells him to cast out his
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net one more time, immediately resulting in a “miraculous draught”
of fish and in the long run causing Peter to leave fishing to follow Jesus until his death.1 The choice of a gospel story for subject matter is
important, as these stories are the most relatable of the Bible stories
and lend themselves well to an earthly visual interpretation (more so
than, say, the medieval gold-leaf-encrusted hierarchical Last Judgment
scenes). Raphael’s composition and positioning of his figures supports
the equalizing sentiment behind the choice of subject matter. The human figures are arranged on a horizontal plane through the center of
the image, on the same level as Jesus. They are in the middle ground
in terms of distance from the frame, between some very detailed birds
in the foreground and a city and some large groups of people in the
background. This staging of the various elements of the composition
places the gospel story (and by extension the divine figure of Jesus)
solidly within the realm of the human—and more importantly, the familiar—world.
Raphael uses studied depictions of both the natural worlds and the
civilized worlds within the earthly realm to communicate to a viewer
that this story does, indeed, take place on Earth. These elements suggest a dedication to accuracy on Raphael’s part, and are symbolic of
the greater Humanistic philosophy that has been ascribed to Renaissance artists. For example, the birds in the foreground are rendered
in minute detail and shown in a varied array of poses, suggesting the
importance and relevance not only of humans, but of all God’s earthly
creatures. A viewer can easily make out individual feathers and different expressions on the faces of all the birds. Additionally, the birds in
flight are shown from different angles, indicative of much time spent
studying and caring about accuracy in the natural world. Similarly, the
buildings in the background are of a recognizable architectural style
that would have looked strikingly similar to contemporary Italy at the
time this work was displayed. Essentially, all of these minute details
serve the same purpose: make a viewer feel like they are looking at a
divine story taking place in a familiar earthly setting. A Christian looking at this painting would sense the message that heaven is not out of
reach; in fact, it’s practically here on Earth!
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Raphael’s portrayal of human figures adds to this sentiment of the
achievability of the divine. Jesus (on the far left of the image) is indistinguishable physically from the rest of the figures. In fact, he is lacking
the heroic muscularity—or it is covered by robes—with which most
divine figures were shown in High Renaissance art. Raphael’s humans
are shown with bulging muscles of their own, but, unlike Michelangelo’s humans, they are straining and working hard at a task (see especially the two figures standing in the boat on the right, painted with
extended arms to show off dutifully rendered musculature). It is this
hard work and straining, Raphael suggests, that allows them to be on
the same compositional (and, metaphorically, divine) level as Jesus in
the image. Additionally, all the figures have halos, and are actively interacting with one another. Raphael is showing a sense of equanimity
among Jesus and the humans, which, by extension, suggests an equanimity between heaven and earth.
While the ultimate message of The Miraculous Draught of Fishes is right
in line with Neoplatonic and High Renaissance ideas, Raphael takes a
very different approach toward showing the human capability for divine greatness from contemporary (and biggest competition) Michelangelo, who painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel where Raphael’s
tapestries were to be displayed. One of the clearest comparisons is between the pair of Peter and Jesus in Raphael’s Miraculous Draught and
Adam and God in Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam (see Fig. 1). In the
former, a human is reaching out towards the divine for guidance, while,
in the latter, the divine is reaching out towards the human to affect a
craving for heavenly guidance. These messages may seem contradictory, but they actually serve the same purpose via different methods.
While Michelangelo sought to present a warning to humans against
laziness and lack of motivation, Raphael sought to present an image
of exemplary human action towards achieving the divine. Both works
ultimately fill the ideal Renaissance task of showing the divine realm to
be something easily reached with a little effort and perseverance.
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Causes of World War I
Elana Shen
When examining the causes of World War I, it is difficult to identify
major events that, if prevented, would have completely halted the
outbreak of a war around 1914. Instead, one must identify what events,
policies, and general zeitgeist intersected to create this first instance of
global, total warfare, with millions of troops from around the world
killed and millions more injured. There is a diverse range of opinions
regarding who or what started the war: many historians have adopted
the view that no country in particular started the war, while the Treaty
of Versailles, which marked the end of WWI, blamed the war solely on
Germany. Although modern Europe in general provided a competitive,
militaristic environment primed for war, WWI was mainly caused by
specific countries’ policies: Germany’s aggression in expanding her
empire and Britain’s ambivalent foreign policy.
In some ways, WWI was “an accident waiting to happen”; as a result
of heightened militarism and nationalism throughout Europe, many
countries had incentives to go to war. Arguably, both militarism and
nationalism could be blamed on Germany, since military spending and
nationalist sentiment spiked after Germany waged the Franco-Prussian
War in 1870.1 However, increased militarism and nationalism became
universal in Europe leading up to the outbreak of war, too widespread
to be blamed on one country’s actions. Militarism in particular helped
to transform Europe into a tense, hostile environment, with millions of
troops and newly industrialized warfare ready to be mobilized in the
event of war. In addition to instituting the conscription system to bolster
standing armies, each major nation drafted a detailed war strategy and
amassed the necessary weaponry to carry it out.2 An arms race resulted,
and from 1870 to 1914 the total defense expenditure of the six major
European powers—Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Britain, France,
and Russia—rose from the 1914 equivalent of today’s 94 million Euros
to 398 million Euros.3 With so much thought and money invested in
This paper was written for Dan Devitt’s Modern World History class
in the spring of 2013.
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the military, many countries were anxious to implement their plans
and enter what seemed to be an inevitable war.4 Nationalism, too,
contributed to both leaders’ and civilians’ willingness to go to war.
This feeling of love for one’s own country and hate for enemy countries
grew more and more popular as international tensions mounted. Italy,
which had been divided up during the 1815 Congress of Vienna, was
reunited in 1871, exemplifying a desire for statehood based on ethnic
and historical roots.5 Further, in 1914, WWI was directly set off by an
expression of Serbian nationalism, the assassination of the archduke
of Austria-Hungary by a Slavic nationalist protesting Austrian
control of Bosnia and Herzegovina.6 This deepening rivalry between
countries, along with a continent-wide race to strengthen militarily,
certainly took part in forming an unstable, hostile Europe, vulnerable
to conflict. But while these general factors set the stage for war, it was
certain countries’ policies that actually spurred WWI.
In her attempt to rise to power in Europe, Germany helped to incite
and sustain conflict through aggressive military development and
expansionist plans, as well as producing the foundation for the alliance
system, which drew much of the world into war. Some could minimize
Germany’s role in causing WWI, citing the fact that many other
countries, such as Austria-Hungary, had comparable expansionist
and military goals. However, smaller countries with these aspirations
were too weak or too poor to pose a real threat to the rest of Europe;
Germany’s power and vast territory, by comparison, allowed her to
play a major part in causing and sustaining a four-year global war.
Arranging war as a vehicle for domination was not unprecedented
in Germany: in order to consolidate their empire and attain a “place
in the sun,” German leaders arranged and won wars with AustriaHungary and France in the late 1800s. Leading up to WWI, German
leaders devised a similarly ambitious war strategy, called the Schlieffen
Plan, to invade France and then battle Russia, supplemented by an
unparalleled 73% increase in military spending.7 The significance
of this aggressive preparation for war was that Germany, more than
any other nation, was motivated to go to war and had the means to
orchestrate and fight it. Without this powerful, massive threat on the
side of the Triple Alliance, WWI would either have never happened or
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would have stayed a small, localized war. Just as importantly, Germany
created the first major alliances leading up to WWI, which laid the
foundation for the global alliance system that would draw every major
country into war. Otto von Bismarck, first Chancellor of the German
Empire, negotiated a series of treaties starting in 1873, obligating
various European nations to aid each other in the event of war; this, in
turn, led opposing countries such as France and Russia to draft their
own agreements.8 Out of the process came secret and open alliances
alike, giving weak countries a false sense of confidence reinforced by
their ties to more powerful nations. As a result, when Austria-Hungary
declared war on Serbia, a tangled chain of agreements and promises
between different countries pulled nearly the entire world into war and
caused the first instance of a truly global conflict.9 But while Germany’s
creation of the alliance system and aggressive preparation for war
certainly helped to cause WWI, Germany was not the only country to
blame for bringing it about.
Britain, after remaining neutral as long as possible, joined WWI mainly
as an excuse to weaken Germany, prolonging what could have been a
much shorter, less costly war. Because Britain did not actively support
war, as Germany did, some could argue that British policies were not
directly at fault for causing the war. Nevertheless, Britain’s passivity and
ambivalence, where other European nations strategized and formed
alliances, was a fatal error leading up to war. Out of reluctance to
compromise trade agreements with Germany and a general desire for
neutrality, Britain maintained a policy of “splendid isolation,” forming
no alliances until 1904 whereas Germany formed the Triple Alliance
in 1882.10 As a result, Germany prepared for war believing Britain, her
main military threat, would not oppose Germany and a victory against
France and Russia would be manageable.11 However, “out of fear of
Germany’s rising economic and geopolitical power,” Britain sided
with France and Russia, evenly matching Germany’s military might
so that the war lapsed into a bloody stalemate for three years, until
Britain drew the United States into the war and finally overpowered
the Triple Alliance.12 Many historians have adopted the theory that,
had Britain made its intentions clear to Germany, Germany might not
have declared war.13 If Britain had not joined the war at all, Germany
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might have easily defeated France and finished the war. By remaining
passive while tension heightened in Europe and then choosing sides
too late, Britain helped to cause and prolong WWI.
In general, the causes of WWI cannot be traced back to one specific
country or idea, but they can be narrowed down to a few particular
policies. Germany’s aggressive military and diplomatic tactics played
a large part in provoking WWI, and Britain was equally at fault for
staying passive while conflicts mounted and then creating stalemate
when she joined the war. The competitive, militaristic environment
that Europe had cultivated only allowed the war to balloon into one
of the messiest, farthest-reaching conflicts in history. Consequently,
WWI claimed millions of lives and destroyed countries socially,
politically, and economically, leading to World War II and shifting the
balance of world power away from Europe.
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The Ridiculousness of a Duchess’s Murder:
Robert Browning’s Criticism on
Victorian Society
Ava Van der Meer
In a world wrought with economic depression and hierarchical repression, there is little question as to why the Victorian poets chose their
subject matter; society was simply too turbulent and volatile to ignore.
One such Victorian poet who chose to examine the faults in his world
was Robert Browning through his poem “My Last Duchess.” Written
in 1842, the poem is most likely based on Alfonso II de’Este, the Duke
of Ferrara, during the Italian Renaissance. De’Este married Lucrezia di
Cosimo of the “nouveau riche” Medici family when she was just fourteen, and her relatively newfound wealth may have left her belittled and
victimized by de’Este like the murdered duchess in Browning’s poem.
In the poem, the duke’s use of rhetorical devices establishes power
over the duchess, the audience, and the reader, ceding superiority to
the arrogant figure. Yet Browning overlays a satirical and ironic mood
that parodies the duke’s greed and egocentrism. In “My Last Duchess,”
Browning conveys the duke’s foolish obsession with possession through
the duke’s self-absorbed monologue in order to mock the value of material wealth and imply that men consumed by lust for control lose respectability.
Almost immediately the narrator, or duke, imposes his high-class status
and learnedness through use of iambic pentameter. His lines are honed
in and never skip a beat, as he structurally manipulates his language
to portray his calm composure and set a steady cadence for his audience. Likewise, the rhyming couplets at the end of each line, as with
“wall”(1) and “call”(2), lighten his tone with their sing-song quality.
This playfulness demonstrates that the duke is not deeply affected by
the death of his “last duchess”(1) and coaxes the reader to accept the
same nonchalant attitude. At the same time, however, the rhyming couThis paper was written for Patty Welze’s Advanced Placement British
Literature class in the fall of 2012.
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plets contribute to Browning’s ridicule of the duke. The stark contrast
of the lightheartedness of the rhymes portraying the darkness of the
duchess’s fatal affairs is unnatural, irrational, and even ridiculous. The
narrator is therefore more of a careless clown than a commandeering
duke, unable to express the relatable, human emotions of grief due to
his silly preoccupation with himself and his personal gain.
Trying to gloss over his faults, the enjambment of the duke’s lines demonstrates his struggle to control other’s opinions. In the quick transition
“there she stands / As if alive. Will’t you please rise? We’ll meet / The
company below, then. I repeat, / The Count…”(46-48) the duke hardly
acknowledges a change in thought from the duchess’s death to joining
“the company below,”(47) depicting that the duke regards his duchess’s
death as lightly as he regards the relatively insignificant meeting. In an
almost comedic manner, Browning never has the listener interject or
interact with the duke in order to accentuate the duke’s self-centered
stream of consciousness. Flowing from line to line seamlessly, the duke
is either so captivated by himself that he is completely ignorant of others or so unwilling to be rebuked that he refuses to give others the opportunity to rebuke him. Even as he addresses the listener when saying,
“so, not the first / Are you to turn and ask [the origin of the duchess’
blush]”(12-13) there is no solid evidence that the listener ever asked
such a thing. Therefore, the duke may be simply putting words into
the listener’s mouth as he wishes to justify his lengthy backstory of the
painting. This obliviousness to the listener and unhindered rambling
seems to be Browning’s way of further rendering the duke as both egocentric and foolish.
From the first line, already the duke’s objectification and ownership of
his “last duchess”(1) is portrayed. Firstly, he refers to her not by name,
as one would normally attribute to a loved one, but with a title, “duchess,” and moreover one that he is in possession of with “my.” She, he attests, is “painted on the wall,”(1) describing her as the material painting
itself, and not as though the painting is of her. He even refers to her in
the present tense both in “that’s”(1) and “there she stands”(4), treating
her as if she was never more than the weak, lifeless replication of her
true, human self. The duke’s language portrays that he considers the
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duchess to be something to “sit and look at”(6), an activity which he is
fully entitled to, as if she were merely a painting of her desirable “countenance”(7) and nothing more.
Then through such carefully chosen words as “last” in reference to the
duchess, and “as if she were still alive”(2), the narrator gently eases the
fate of his deceased wife onto his audience in attempts to lessen the
severity of the situation. Purposefully not calling her ‘my deceased wife’
and instead ruminating on her being “still alive,” he is trying to remain
in control of his light tone and not offend his listener. He then continues
to name the painting of her “a wonder, now”(3). The painting, symbolic
of the duchess, being a “wonder, now” depicts how he can still regard
her face as a “wonder” without being overwrought with mourning. His
actions also urge the audience to follow his suit and disregard the duchess’s death, for the duke supposedly had the more intimate relationship
with her and would be more subject to grieving. However, the reference
to “now,” as opposed to when she was still alive, hints that the duke
values the current painting—a lifeless piece of material wealth—more
than he valued his last duchess. In refusing to reveal signs of guilt or
mourning, the narrator not only sets an example for how the recipient
of his speech should act, but also insinuates he never cared for his wife
enough to mourn over her absence.
Amusingly, even in his attempt to gain the listener’s sympathy through
avoiding words of violence or sin and addressing him as “sir”(13), the
narrator seems unable to censor his condescension and desire for control. He undermines his own blarney in referring to the listener as a
“never read / Stranger”(7-8) and thereby belittles the man in implying
he had a lesser, “never read” education. Referring to the listener as a
“stranger” likewise radiates of lack of respect, by not only distancing
the duke from the man, but also portraying the duke’s conceited lack
of interest in learning the man’s name. In this way, Browning is able to
represent the duke as unlikeable and pompous, unable to display even
moderate signs of respect.
The narrator then reasserts his control over both our perception of the
poem and the listener’s understanding of the painting when he claims
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that “since none puts by / The curtain I have drawn for you, but I”(910). The duke emphasizes that he, and “none” other, has drawn “the
curtain” and thus he alone is capable of revealing or hiding what he
likes. Although in reference to giving the listener a view of the painting,
the sentence can also be extrapolated onto the poem as a whole, for, as
the first person narrator, no one else can “put by,” or relate, the elapsed
events but him. In underscoring his own essentialness to the story, the
duke exhibits both vain pride and authority, even though it is ironically Browning, the poet, who is in full command of the duke and the
readers’ affinity toward him. Browning may therefore be seen almost as
heroic in exposing the affected, artificial desire for control and wealth
in upper-class society.
Further along in the passage, the duke tries to justify his indifference to
the duchess’s death by depicting her at fault in her lack of fidelity and
disregard of status. “’Twas not / Her husband’s presence only, called
that spot / Of joy into the Duchess’ cheeks”(13-14), he claims, implying
there were others besides “her husband” who were bringing her “joy”
(most likely in a sensual manner as depicted by the reference to her
“cheeks” flushing). The duke then wonders aloud if the artist who painted her, Fra Pandolf, said “her mantle laps / Over my lady’s wrist too
much”(16-17) to either provoke her to reveal her mantle-covered wrist
more or perhaps to imply her haphazard rush to redress herself after
indecent exposure. Again superimposing his thoughts onto the artist,
he says, “paint must never hope to reproduce the faint / Half-flush that
dies along her throat”(17-18). The “half-flush” along her throat exudes
a certain “faint,” or hidden, arousal Fra Pandolf may have felt unable to
capture, while the fact that it “dies” issues a darker undercurrent foreshadowing the duchess’s fate. Both statements are indicative of the secretive, sensual acts that the duke wants to bring to light and criticize.
But by placing the words in Fra Pandolf ’s mouth instead of his own, he
is able to distance himself from the soiling of the duchess’s reputation
and present himself as the victim of her impurity. This cunning projection of another’s thoughts is extremely manipulative, making the duke
more dislikeable through feigning righteousness.
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Employing metaphorical and lavish language, the duke then spews
“’Twas all one! my favour at her breast, / The dropping of the daylight in
the West, / The bough of cherries some officious fool / Broke in the orchard for her, the white mule / She rode with round the terrace”(25-29),
painting an elaborate picture of the duchess’s adulterous affairs. Firstly,
he displays his own innocence in dutifully giving her a “favour,” or token of love, to keep by “her breast,” which is the place nearest the heart
and often associated with affection. But with the “dropping of daylight,”
or surreptitiously under the cover of night, the duchess’s “bough of
cherries” is “broken.” The sensual connotation of cherries infers the loss
of her virginity to the “officious fool,” while the setting of an “orchard”
may be a biblical allusion to the garden of Eden. This allusion would
then imply her sinfulness and loss of purity, as well as hinting at the
duke’s god complex, for he, like God, would be the one disobeyed by the
woman. Similarly, the “white mule / She rode with” suggests a second
affair, noticeably not with the respectable ‘white horse,’ as the phrase
usually goes, but with a demeaning and lowly “white mule.” The duke’s
clever manipulation of diction and figurative language to portray her
infidelity forces the reader to accept the duchess as disloyal and to question her judgment in choosing a “fool” and “mule” over the “favour”bearing duke. Together, these lines persuade the listener to accept the
duchess’s wrongfulness and guilt, whether deserved or not.
Likewise, the asyndeton as the narrator hops from “my favour” to
“dropping” and so on depicts the duke as overwhelmed and victimized in his supposed inability to form grammatically accurate sentences. However, in exhibiting her sinful acts with such rich, well-crafted
metaphors as “cherries” breaking and riding “white mules” the duke
is still clearly well-composed. This inconsistency in self-possession between his structure and language wreaks of lies and deceit, for the duke
seems to be exaggerating both her actions and his emotions toward her
to gain control of the listener’s sympathy. Again, Browning is revealing
the cracks in the duke’s monologue, faults that seem unavoidable for
one so solely focused on self-promotion.
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In further egotistical attempts to gain the listener’s understanding, the
duke employs interjectory caesuras and rhetorical questions. With interruptions like “—how shall I say?—“(22) and “—I know not how—”
(32), the narrator inserts himself into the story in a more conversational
way that constantly circles back to him and reinforces his own feelings
and opinions. In this manner he is better able to influence the opinions
of the listener, suggesting that the listener, too, should struggle with the
duchess’s adultery and “know not how” she “ranked [his] gift…with
anybody’s gift”(32-34). Similarly, when speaking of his “gift of a ninehundred-years-old name”(33) being treated like any other (both “gift”
and the inclusion of a date emanating arrogance), the duke wonders
“Who’d stoop to blame / This sort of trifling?”(34-35). The rhetorical
question is posed in such a way that “to blame,” or to handle the “trifling” affair diplomatically, would be considered stooping and belittling, a consequence, the duke claims, no one would willingly impose
on themselves. As he later says, “I choose / Never to stoop”(42-43), conveying his arrogant, proud sense of status, as well as subtly stating that
he did not handle the affairs in a “stooping,” or empathetic manner.
This refusal to confront his wife’s infidelity in an understanding way
only adds to the duke’s ridiculousness. He is fully aware that he could
have said “‘just this or that in [the duchess] disgusts’” (37-38) him (the
word “disgusts” again insinuating lack of true affection), and even realizes that he could have given her the chance to “let herself be lessoned
so”(40), which would have been a peaceful remedy to the situation. But
first he claims not to have the “skill / In speech”(35-36) to do so, a transparent lie as evidenced by his advanced employment of literary devices
to establish control and acquire sympathy throughout the poem. Here
he is making weak excuses for his actions, perhaps alluding to some
element of guilt or attempt to erase his blame. Even if he did admit to
having such oratory skills, though, he would still regard letting “her
be lessoned” and pardoned “stooping”(43). Through repetitive employment of the word “stoop,” the duke’s obsession with maintaining social
status is reinforced, while his stubborn refusal to handle his wife in the
humane manner attests to his childish, self-centered callousness.
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Finally the narrator reaches the conclusion of the duchess’s story in stating “This grew; I gave commands; / Then all smiles stopped together”(25-46). Avoiding the use of words associated with death or killing,
the narrator quickly skims over his self-initiated murder of his wife
with vague, short phrases of giving “commands” and “smiles” stopping.
Again the narrator is trying to sidestep the vulgarity of his actions and
maintain the sympathy of the listener by distancing himself from the
act in only issuing “commands.” He then brings the poem full circle
with “There she stands / As if alive”(46-47). Like the beginning of the
poem, the duchess is portrayed as still existing to the duke because of
the present tense verb “stands.” She is only her physical appearance to
him, only a material object to be possessed. The duke’s inability to show
further signs of mourning depicts him as inhuman, or too focused on
himself to care enough for another being.
Not even pausing to reflect on his feelings after her murder, the duke
immediately turns to address the listener in search of further material
gain. “The Count your master’s known munificence / Is ample warrant
that no just pretense / Of mine for dowry will be disallowed”(49-51), he
rambles, a wordy, comical way of predicting that the listener’s master
will grant him a large dowry. The duke eludes outright asking for money, again signifying his skill with words, but it is evident that all traces
of the should-be depressing story are lost while the duke is overcome by
his pursuit of more wealth. This hurried transition of thought is therefore inconsiderate to his deceased wife. As if in afterthought, the duke
then mentions that the count’s “fair daughter’s self ”(52) is actually his
main “object”(53). It is now clear that he wants to remarry, and is speaking with the servant to a count he is in need of impressing. His mention
of the count’s “fair” daughter tries to portray some level of decency, yet
the duke undermines his own attempt with the demeaning word “object.” He has not learned from his previous marriage, and still regards
women as items to be had, not companions to share one’s life with.
Most suggestive of all Browning’s mockery of the duke is the irony in
the duke’s desired goal and his odd way of approaching it. Although it
is revealed that the duke now wants to remarry and needs to woo the
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listener of the poem to do so, the duke foolishly decides to relate the
story of how he murdered his last wife—not great reassurance for the
future safety of the count’s daughter. In this way, Browning portrays the
duke as so blinded by material wealth and objectification of women
that he cannot see the wrong in his story and therefore comes across as
unwise and even silly. Browning then has the duke excitedly point out
Neptune, god of the underworld, “taming a sea-horse”(55) on their way
down to meet the guests, teasingly comparing the painting’s subject to
the duke’s “taming” of his wives. Since Neptune is associated with hell,
corruption and sin, so too is the duke related to such wicked concepts
of wrongdoing.
In his ignorance of his own self-centeredness and in his overpowering
desire for ownership, the duke is depicted as ridiculous and repugnant.
Not only does he not exhibit signs of remorse for issuing the death of his
last duchess, but he also uncontrollably craves the acquisition of further
material goods. Browning’s portrayal of the duke embodies and derides
all men fixated on wealth and status, as they undoubtedly become arrogant and oblivious to the more wholesome aspects of life, such as love
and companionship. As seen through Browning’s mockery of the duke,
Browning preaches that high social status is overrated and repressing,
while the deprecation of women is unjust and overly controlling. This
may be representative of the Victorian era in which Browning wrote the
poem, an era in which depression was prominent, riots rampant, and
the social hierarchy so restrictive that many were nostalgic for prior
times. Whatever the case may be, Browning professes one ultimate lesson: there is more to life than one’s possessions and one’s self.
Appendix
“My Last Duchess”
Robert Browning
That’s my last Duchess painted on the wall,
Looking as if she were alive. I call
That piece a wonder, now: Fra Pandolf ’s hands
Worked busily a day, and there she stands.
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Will’t please you sit and look at her? I said
“Fra Pandolf ” by design, for never read
Strangers like you that pictured countenance,
The depth and passion of its earnest glance,
But to myself they turned (since none puts by
The curtain I have drawn for you, but I)
And seemed as they would ask me, if they durst,
How such a glance came there; so, not the first
Are you to turn and ask thus. Sir, ’twas not
Her husband’s presence only, called that spot
Of joy into the Duchess’ cheek: perhaps
Fra Pandolf chanced to say “Her mantle laps
Over my lady’s wrist too much,” or “Paint
Must never hope to reproduce the faint
Half-flush that dies along her throat”: such stuff
Was courtesy, she thought, and cause enough
For calling up that spot of joy. She had
A heart—how shall I say?—too soon made glad,
Too easily impressed; she liked whate’er
She looked on, and her looks went everywhere.
Sir, ’twas all one! My favour at her breast,
The dropping of the daylight in the West,
The bough of cherries some officious fool
Broke in the orchard for her, the white mule
She rode with round the terrace—all and each
Would draw from her alike the approving speech,
Or blush, at least. She thanked men,—good! but thanked
Somehow—I know not how—as if she ranked
My gift of a nine-hundred-years-old name
With anybody’s gift. Who’d stoop to blame
This sort of trifling? Even had you skill
In speech—(which I have not)—to make your will
Quite clear to such an one, and say, “Just this
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss,
Or there exceed the mark”—and if she let
Herself be lessoned so, nor plainly set
Her wits to yours, forsooth, and made excuse,
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—E’en then would be some stooping; and I choose
Never to stoop. Oh sir, she smiled, no doubt,
Whene’er I passed her; but who passed without
Much the same smile? This grew; I gave commands;
Then all smiles stopped together. There she stands
As if alive. Will’t please you rise? We’ll meet
The company below, then. I repeat,
The Count your master’s known munificence
Is ample warrant that no just pretence
Of mine for dowry will be disallowed;
Though his fair daughter’s self, as I avowed
At starting, is my object. Nay, we’ll go
Together down, sir. Notice Neptune, though,
Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity,
Which Claus of Innsbruck cast in bronze for me!

Where You Stand Depends on with Whom
You’re Standing: John F. Kennedy’s
Vacillating Stance on Civil Rights
Andrew Schmitt
In 1957, Eisenhower’s proposed Civil Rights Act was under review
by Congress. Surely Senator John F. Kennedy, a Northern liberal
who had been in close contact with the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People for almost his entire career, would
support the bill. However, Kennedy compromised his pro-civil rights
stance, voting with Southern segregationists in opposition to two of the
bill’s proposals. His votes helped weaken the bill. Kennedy maintained
this weak stance for most of his senatorial career; at one point, African
American baseball star Jackie Robinson described Kennedy as the
“fair-haired boy of Southern segregationists.”1 If Kennedy’s voting
record as a senator suggests that he was not very committed to the
issue of racial equality, how did he become known as a human rights
hero by the time of his death in November 1963? On the one hand,
although he was reluctant to take a strong pro-civil rights stance
through his entire political career, it would seem that Kennedy was
committed to the issue and pressed for civil rights legislation when
it was the pragmatic solution; he wanted to help African Americans
gain rights, and did so when it was possible. However, Kennedy was
not committed to the issue until 1963; before he became President,
he would alter his stance often to earn and retain support from both
African Americans and Southern white Democrats. Ultimately, due to
violent opposition to the Civil Rights Movement, he chose to take a
stronger stance on civil rights in 1963. Because of his desire to win
votes from all Democrats, including African Americans and Southern
whites, Kennedy altered his position on the issue in order to please the
group that demanded the most of him at any given time. Because of the
violence that stemmed from responses to civil rights protests, Kennedy
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was forced to consider civil rights conflicts to be a danger to the nation,
which drove him to take the Civil Rights Movement seriously.
The Pragmatist
Although he took a weaker public stance on civil rights for most of
his career, Kennedy was always committed to the issue. As a senator,
Kennedy maintained a commitment to civil rights by building up a procivil rights staff, highlighted by former U.S. Civil Rights Commission
attorney Harris Wofford. As President, he faced civil rights with the
restraints of public opinion and a stubborn Congress in mind. By
the end of his political career, Kennedy attempted to fulfill his earlier
promises on civil rights, submitting a civil rights bill to Congress
and also issuing several executive orders prohibiting segregation in
federally assisted institutions. Overall, Kennedy maintained a private
commitment to civil rights, although he was forced to relax his public
stance for pragmatic reasons.
Although he weakened his public stance on civil rights to protect
himself from adversaries attempting to destroy his presidential
campaign, Kennedy did maintain a private commitment to the issue
that is conveyed through both statements to presidential aides and
hirings of political advisers who were known for their support of civil
rights. Historian Mark Stern sympathizes with Kennedy’s caution on
the issue as he began to campaign for the presidency in 1957, noting
how hard it was for a Democratic candidate from the North to take a
position on civil rights; any statement that Kennedy made regarding
the issue would be scrutinized by Republicans, especially by white
Southerners.2 Stern’s claim is exemplified by an article published
by the New York Times shortly before the election, which cited two
Republican Senators attacking the “conflict” between Kennedy’s
statements and his voting record.3 The article reflects the pressure
Kennedy faced from politicians for openly advocating for civil rights.
In this political scene, Kennedy was justified in his cautious approach
towards the issue, since any wrong move could ruin his campaign.
However, Stern argues, Kennedy did show a loyalty to the civil rights
cause; he stayed in contact with civil rights activists throughout his
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campaign and also chose political advisers and cabinet members, such
as Robert F. Kennedy and Harris Wofford, who had very strong procivil rights stances.4 As a senator, Kennedy was practical in the sense
that he would let his actions rather than his words reflect his stance
on civil rights, since his words were more likely to receive criticism
from Republicans. Furthermore, although he was committed to civil
rights, political aide Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. notes that Kennedy
once refused to dramatize his commitment to civil rights when one
of his political advisers suggested doing so.5 Kennedy did not want to
appear to be a sell-out by making impossible promises to blacks about
the issue. A speechwriter for Kennedy, Richard Goodwin, quoted him
saying that he wanted to be in the “thick of the fight” as president.6
The quote demonstrates that in his heart, Kennedy wanted to make a
difference in helping African Americans gain their rights. Kennedy’s
aides Schlesinger and Goodwin, who saw Kennedy as both a politician
and a person, suggest that Kennedy was a person who deeply cared
about civil rights; in combination with Stern, it seems that Kennedy
was a pragmatist who set realistic goals, and his goals caused him to
take a weak stance on civil rights during his campaign.
Two influences, public opinion and Congress, caused Kennedy to
become reluctant in fighting for civil rights reform during his presidency.
These influences compelled him to consider civil rights pragmatically,
causing him to take a weaker position on the issue than he had held
whilst running for president. In a study of Kennedy’s actions on civil
rights during his term, historian Daniel Stevens argues that Kennedy
clung to public opinion as a guide to his stance on the matter, and that
the lack of public interest in the issue caused a reluctance to propose
and push legislation that lasted throughout the first two years of his
presidency. Stevens cites a 1962 press conference in which Kennedy
responded to a question about his reluctance to issue an executive
order banning discrimination in federally assisted housing; Kennedy
stressed the importance of maintaining a “national consensus” with
the public.7 Kennedy’s response to the question illustrates how the
public had a large influence on his civil rights stance, forcing him to
consider the potential backlash that could occur due to his actions.
Furthermore, it was impractical for Kennedy, who had won the
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1960 election by the closest margin in history, to suddenly press for
enormous social change. Kennedy was pragmatic in his sensitivity to
the public opinion, putting his personal goal—to win civil rights for
African Americans—aside.
Kennedy’s second influence as president, Congress, forced him to
temporarily retreat from his promises of ensuring racial equality for
two reasons: because he was certain that Southern congressmen would
force the bill to die out during Congressional sessions, and also because
he needed votes from those same congressmen to make progress on
other issues, such as foreign policy. Shortly after his inauguration,
Kennedy was warned in a memo by Senator Joseph Clark that the
chances of a civil rights bill being passed in Congress were not very
high.8 Theodore Sorensen, who served as Kennedy’s special counsel
and adviser, stated that “the prospects of a long filibuster” in the Senate
caused Kennedy to believe that he could not launch a “major civil
rights campaign” early in his presidency.9 Taking into account that
Kennedy did become more reluctant to pass civil rights legislation
as President, both Clark and Sorensen reflect Kennedy’s practical
approach through the fact that he did not even attempt to press for
civil rights legislation when there seemed to be no chance that it would
pass through Congress.
When public approval of the Civil Rights Movement rose, the prospect
of a civil rights bill suddenly became plausible, causing Kennedy to
strengthen his public stance and reveal his underlying commitment to
civil rights. Kennedy’s pragmatism is evident because he jumped at the
earliest opportunity to push for civil rights legislation when it appeared
possible. He realized the possibility of a bill being passed when his
brother received a report that 1,122 civil rights demonstrations had
occurred between May 20 and August 10, 1963.10 The report illustrates
that people all over the country were now supportive of African
Americans’ fight for constitutional rights, and that there would be a
considerable amount of pressure on the federal government to pass a
civil rights bill. The idea that public opinion of civil rights was strong in
1963 is supported by a September 1963 Gallup Poll recording what the
public perceived as the most important issue at various points during
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Kennedy’s presidency; the poll states that by September 1963 civil
rights had risen to become the most important issue to the public.11
Many Americans, both white and black, were aware of the importance
of solving the issue, which made a civil rights bill appear achievable.
Seeing the bill as a pragmatic solution, Kennedy led the nation in a
campaign for a civil rights bill.
Although it is possible that Kennedy ignored Gallup polls, he did have
a resource that kept him consistent with public opinion as President:
sixteen public opinion polls that his assistants took over the course
of his term.12 Therefore, it can be argued that Kennedy was aware of
public opinion and could be influenced by it; he would act based on
the polls that his assistants gave to him.
Compromiser or Sell-Out?
It is valid to argue that Kennedy maintained a commitment to civil rights
but was forced to approach the issue with more caution for pragmatic
reasons; however, most of his statements and actions during this same
time period strongly indicate that he did not have much interest in
civil rights, and only considered the issue as a political tool. Many of
Kennedy’s aides, such as Harris Wofford, believed that he hired a staff
that on the whole supported civil rights because he did not want to deal
with the issue himself.13 Furthermore, Kennedy only met with activists,
such as members of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, to
win their endorsements; he believed that the endorsements would help
his popularity among African Americans.14 Similarly, Kennedy must
have had political motives in selecting Lyndon Johnson, a Southern
Congressman who had a weak voting record on civil rights, to be his
running mate in the Presidential election; this suggests that it was not
Kennedy’s motive to select politicians who would fight for civil rights.
Even if he appeared to be committed to civil rights, in reality Kennedy
held no passion for the issue; he was forced, not eager, to take action
on the issue.
Because he wanted to win votes from both African Americans and
Southern Democrats, who had opposing views on civil rights, Kennedy
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altered his stance several times throughout his political career. After
privately committing himself to running for the 1960 Presidential
nomination while the 1956 general election was underway, Kennedy
traveled into the South, aiming to earn support from Southern
Democrats. He continued to campaign throughout the South until
he was forced to vote on the proposed 1957 Civil Rights Act. Trying
to maintain the support of the Southerners, he voted against two
important sections: Title III, which would have given the attorney
general the power to enjoin, and Title IV, also known as the Jury
Trial Amendment. Kennedy’s votes helped severely weaken the bill.15
A Southern newswriter wrote that Kennedy helped make “that year’s
civil rights bill so eminently acceptable to the South that a half dozen
Southern Senators actually voted for it.”16 After Kennedy had pledged
support to black activists for so long, many members of the NAACP
were outraged; in response to their frustration, Kennedy wrote a letter
to “a Boston NAACP constituent” defending his vote and pledging his
commitment to civil rights.17 On the same day, however, he also wrote
to several Southerners promising them that he had taken their advice
on the vote.18 Kennedy’s contrasting letters illustrate how he used his
ambivalent stance on civil rights to his advantage; he would alter his
stance to meet the demands of the group whose support he needed the
most to win the election. Kennedy continued to straddle the barrier
throughout his presidential campaign.
Even months before the election, Kennedy would change his stance
in an appeal to a certain constituency of voters. In September of
1960, the New York Times reported that Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., a
well-known activist and Representative, had pledged full support to
Kennedy due to the candidate’s “recent positions and pledges” on the
issue.19 The fact that Powell was starting to warm up to Kennedy at that
moment suggests that Kennedy did not have a strong stance on the
issue beforehand, and had only recently switched to a pro-civil rights
stance. The Times quoted Powell months earlier saying, “ ‘if the election
were held today [in June], Senator Kennedy could not carry the Negro
vote and could not carry New York State.’”20 Only months before the
election, Kennedy was a compromiser in the eyes of black activists. In
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the election, however, Kennedy did win New York and amassed over 70
percent of the African American vote nationwide, both critical factors
in his victory.21 The election results suggest that Kennedy continued to
make the pledges that impressed Powell, which played a large role in
winning the votes of the majority of African Americans. He continued
to change his position on civil rights only months before the election
because, while he wanted to maintain support from Southern voters,
he needed the votes from African Americans to become president.
Because civil rights continued to be a minor issue through 1962,
Kennedy continued to consider the issue solely from a political
standpoint, abandoning the promises on his plank in order to keep
support from Southern whites. About two years into his term, NAACP
executive secretary Roy Wilkins sent him a telegram with a clear
message: he had not lived up to the bold rhetoric that had earned
him the admiration of millions of African American voters during his
campaign. Wilkins expressed disappointment in Kennedy’s overall lack
of action on civil rights, alluding to a rumor that an executive order
he promised to issue had been postponed “for fear it would irritate
Southern congressmen.”22 Comparing this telegram to the Times
article, it is clear that Kennedy tried to please groups with contrasting
views, which signifies that he was more focused on winning votes
than living up to his word by adhering to the party platform. In fact,
Wilkins called out Kennedy for abandoning his platform, which stated
that “effective moral and political leadership” was necessary “to make
equal opportunity a living reality for all Americans.”23 This was one of
the many bold promises that Kennedy made but failed to live up to as
president. Wilkins’s telegram suggests that Kennedy did weaken his
stance on civil rights, abandoning a major part of his plank, because he
wanted to make all of his voters happy; however, this was impossible.
Analyzing Kennedy’s stance from a perspective that incorporates his
entire political career, historian Mark Stern argues that Kennedy had
always been inconsistent on civil rights. According to Stern, Kennedy
“constantly shifted his position on the civil rights issue as he faced
different electorates.”24 He approached the issue strategically, without
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any commitment to the issue, which enabled him to alter his stance
based on the social group that pressured him at any given time. Stern
also notes that Kennedy’s personal opinion of the issue had no effect
on his stance whatsoever; he portrays Kennedy on the whole as a “sellout.”25
One can think that Kennedy’s political expediency was normal then
and continues to be common today, since all successful politicians must
compromise their stances to win votes, but Kennedy compromised on
one of the most important domestic issues of his time after making
bolder promises than any other politician made.26 Kennedy’s actions
were much different from those of Republican candidate Richard
Nixon; Nixon had favored the 1957 Civil Rights Act and had also backed
efforts to make his children’s school district a model for desegregating
schools.27 Nixon’s efforts illustrate that he maintained a consistent
commitment to civil rights, but he never made the bold promises
of immediate executive orders and a civil rights bill that Kennedy
made in his plank. Therefore, Kennedy was an exception among most
politicians, because he was ambivalent about his position on the most
important domestic issue of his era and used his ambivalence to court
the entire Democratic Party, making bold promises to one constituency
and different ones to another.
Many historians, such as Mark Stern, contend that Kennedy was a
“sell-out” because receiving votes was the motive for his opinion on an
important issue of his time. Kennedy constantly changed his stance in
order to meet the demands of different social groups, and his success
in the Presidential election of 1960 illustrates his ability as a politician.
However, he stands out among other politicians facing the issue due to
the disparity between his words and his actions, and this is what causes
many to view him as a sell-out instead of a judicious compromiser.
The Last Stand
In 1963, Kennedy strengthened his stance on civil rights, committing
himself to solving the issue through executive orders and a proposed
civil rights bill; however, the only reason that Kennedy did this was
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the violent riots that occurred in response to African Americans’ nonviolent protests. Before he changed his position, African Americans
had been waiting for two years for Kennedy to act on his pledge to
solve the issue. Historian Thomas C. Reeves wrote,“[The Kennedys]
hoped that the racial issue would take care of itself while they devoted
their attention to other matters.”28 Kennedy’s lack of commitment to
the issue is evident because he devoted his attention to other issues
that he found more important. For Kennedy’s commitment to change,
something would have to occur that grabbed his attention.
Kennedy’s reluctance to help African Americans solve the civil rights
problem had such a negative effect on their overall attitude that some
academic historians, such as Reeves, argue that Kennedy was actually
the underlying cause of the chain of events that led to blacks lying
dead in the street. Kennedy’s failure to help blacks provoked louder
demonstrations, which triggered riots in which people were killed.
Reeves argues that Kennedy “failed to realize that [his] eloquent
campaign rhetoric…would be taken seriously by people who had
suffered long enough.”29 Blacks were inspired by Kennedy’s early
promises of progress on civil rights, and they expected him to get a civil
rights bill passed. However, after two years without major advances
towards solving the issue, many blacks began to adopt the mindset
that, if Kennedy would not help them, then they would have to earn
those rights themselves.
James Meredith, an African American who adopted this new mindset
when he attempted to register at Mississippi’s all-white state university,
was a crucial factor in setting off a riot that pushed Kennedy into
taking his final stance. Supported by the federal government, “which
insisted that Mississippi honor the rights of all its citizens, regardless
of race,” Meredith registered to attend classes at Ole Miss.30 However,
Meredith’s actions provoked riots at the school, forcing Kennedy to
send in federal troops. Kennedy’s actions regarding the riots have
prompted historian Ronald Sylvia to argue that “Oxford was a turning
point for the administration.”31 Kennedy was forced to take action
due to the danger of the situation, ignoring the possibility of losing
support from segregationist Southern Congressmen because of his
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support of Meredith. The danger was evident in the statistics: two
people were killed and another seventy-five were injured.32 Therefore,
as president, it was Kennedy’s duty to act in order to protect citizens of
the United States. Furthermore, the violence itself forced Kennedy to
take a stronger stance on civil rights. Another approach to the events
at Ole Miss was taken by the New York Times, focusing on the fact that
Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett contested federal orders by leading
protests against Meredith’s registration.33 Kennedy was forced into
strengthening his stance on civil rights not only because of his role to
protect the citizens, but also because Barnett was flouting the authority
of the federal government.
Kennedy’s actions in response to protests against school integration
illustrate that his viewpoint of the issue had completely changed. Hours
after threatening to send federal troops to the University of Alabama
in response to more public protests against integration, Kennedy went
on national television, addressing the nation with what became his
most famous speech.34 The fact that Kennedy made this speech only
hours after federalizing the Alabama National Guard implies that the
circumstances forced him to make the speech. Kennedy stated that
America faced “a moral crisis” that “[could not] be left to increased
demonstrations in the streets,” and that it was “time to act in the
Congress.”35 With this statement, Kennedy demonstrated that he had
become fully committed to settling the issue of civil rights, because
for one of the first times in his career, his bold actions were matched
by bold words; Kennedy had changed his stance. With its specific
reference to protests on the street, Kennedy’s statement also illustrates
the influence that these protests had on his new stance. Schlesinger
confirms the idea that he was forced into taking action on the issue; he
states that Kennedy “saw no alternative to leading the fight” against civil
rights.36 His determination to earn equal rights for African Americans
continued to hurt his image among Southern whites; Kennedy received
a poll reporting that by September 4.5 million white voters had turned
against the administration.37 However, Kennedy himself had changed;
he would no longer alter his stance to please supporters.
In the end, Kennedy did become the champion of civil rights that
he had promised to be in his plank. In the speech that made him a
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hero, he shows that he was forced to change; white responses to the
demonstrations, some of which were violent, transformed civil rights
into a serious, moral issue instead of an avoidable political issue. Seeing
civil rights as a moral issue, Kennedy was propelled into his last stance.
Long-Term Effects
After examining the causes of Kennedy’s words and actions, it is
important to look ahead into the effects: did John F. Kennedy assist
today’s African Americans in maintaining their constitutional rights?
Just like Kennedy’s stance on civil rights, it is easy for historians looking
back to assume a moderate position: to argue that Kennedy did not
directly get a civil rights bill passed, but his legacy had a large influence
on Congress as it voted on the 1964 Civil Rights Act. However, even
if Kennedy used civil rights as a political tool throughout his political
career, it is hard to deny that he made at least some progress in African
Americans’ quest for equal rights. Kennedy helped empower the
African American people throughout his time in office, calling for
the repeal of the poll tax and appointing blacks to many government
positions. Furthermore, he helped blacks organize nonviolent protests
such as the march on Washington, hoping to persuade Congress to
pass his proposed civil rights bill; in the march on Washington, he was
the person who suggested that King take the protest to the Lincoln
Memorial. Kennedy himself did not get legally established equal rights
for African Americans, but he provided a substantial boost in the effort
to gain those rights.
Making sense of Kennedy’s stance was no easy task; it took months of
research to formulate an argument that spanned the most significant
time of Kennedy’s career because, as history tells us, things change.
John F. Kennedy was a complicated man who has been described as an
“idealist” by some, and a “pragmatist” by others. It is hard to decipher
Kennedy’s personal motives for his stance on civil rights, because there
is no written record of his thoughts and feelings on the issue; this is
why historians continue to debate the subject. However, from what we
do have, Kennedy was both a “sell-out” and an example of “the last one
on is the loudest.” The man who was infamous for voting against the
1957 Civil Rights Act died as a civil rights hero.
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John Ford’s Depiction of Violence in Western
Films: Bringing Frederick Jackson Turner’s
Frontier to the Forefront of American Culture
Virginia Girard
In 1893, historian Frederick Jackson Turner presented an essay to the
American Historical Association at the Chicago World’s Fair. The Significance of the Frontier in American History, which quickly gained
popularity, made the claim that the United States owed its characteristically American qualities—independence and physical ingenuity—to
the existence of an untamed, unexplored frontier.1 Turner asserted that
the frontier provided an atmosphere of adventure, giving Americans a
less artistic yet just as progressive attitude as the rest of the world. In
painting such an independent and strong image of the typical American, Turner established a mythical version of the West that had a lasting impact on popular culture.
The career of Hollywood film director John Ford spanned over 50
years, and in that time he brought the Western genre of film into the
American spotlight. Ford captured the idealized West of Turner in
his scenes of the frontier by several means, but primarily through his
depictions of violence. Violence, expressed both in nature as well as
through Ford’s characters, epitomized the rugged qualities of Turner’s
frontier. But what was Ford’s purpose in incorporating violence so
heavily into his Westerns?
On the one hand, Ford’s violence could be seen as an attempt to give
men an escape from developing feminist movements. Ford’s films
gained renown around the 1920s, the same period in which women
were leaving their separate sphere to promote growing movements
such as Temperance. Jane Tompkins asserts that when women started
becoming more prominent in politics, men looking to return to a time
of male dominance could find such an environment in Westerns.2 The
This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced
Placement U.S. History class in the spring of 2012.
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violent, masculine culture embraced many of the problems women
were working to eradicate. In addition, men could reaffirm their masculinity by watching scenes of brutality and lawlessness.
However, it is more likely that Ford’s violence was in fact a response to
Turner’s Frontier Thesis and a reflection of the myth he had established.
Ford used violent natural imagery, putting the characters through rigorous tests of endurance, in order to indicate the heroic character of
Americans. In addition, historian Jeffrey Wallmann asserts that physical violence between characters routinely depicts victories of good over
evil. Ford uses physical brutality to paint the West in a just and fair
light, similar to the optimistic description of Americans by Turner.3
His intent in adhering to Turner’s portrayal of the frontier reveals his
desire to remind Americans of the importance of the individual rather
than the group.
Violence Reestablishes Gender Roles
It is possible that the social controversies of Ford’s time, namely women’s reform movements, can be seen throughout Ford’s films more
clearly than the thesis published by Frederick Turner in 1893. The correlation between women-driven reform movements of the 1920s and
the heightened presence of violence in Westerns compared to previous genres suggests that directors such as Ford intentionally promoted
male dominance through their brutal portrayals. In West of Everything,
Jane Tompkins analyzes violence as a backlash response against feminism and a subtle way of asserting the role of men in Western life.4
Tompkins attacks the masculine character of films, arguing
that the Western owes its popularity and essential character to the dominance of a women’s culture in the nineteenth century and to women’s invasion of the public sphere… I think it is no accident that men gravitated
toward a womanless milieu, a set of rituals featuring physical combat and
endurance, and a social setting that branded most features of civilized
existence as feminine and corrupt, banishing them in favor of the three
main targets of women’s reform: whiskey, gambling, and prostitution.5
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Tompkins interprets the heavy emphasis on criminal activity in westerns as an attempt to force self-empowered women back into their
sphere, suggesting that physical brutality was inspired by current political and social shifts rather than the long-established myth of the West.
Tompkins refers directly to social-improvement movements such as
Temperance, outlawing prostitution, and the general “cleaning up” of
uncivilized lifestyles such as pure food laws to illustrate her claim.6 In
weakening women’s movements while glorifying the impurities they
were working to eradicate, Ford confirmed to men that these reforms
were a threat to their masculinity. Tompkins sees this process at work
in Ford’s The Searchers (1956), in which Ethan Edwards (John Wayne)
heads a search party for his niece, who has been taken by Indians.7 According to Tompkins, “in this story, as in many Westerns, women are
the motive for male activity…at the same time as what women stand
for—love and forgiveness in a place of vengeance—is precisely what
that activity denies.”8 Tompkins argues that when women are objectified as a motivation for furthering a male-oriented plot, they lose their
importance in the Western atmosphere, and their emotions become
irrelevant. She sees this attack as a direct attempt to degrade the values
women promoted through movements such Temperance, ending prostitution, and wiping out political machines.
Tompkins asserts that Ford fostered an obligatory reaction in men to
support an uncivilized lifestyle in order to avoid being cast as effeminate, or “losing their mastery, and hence their identity.”9 The effect,
then, was an increased focus on brutality with the concealed purpose
of intimidating those women who were working to break out of traditional gender roles. This notion of a pursuit of manliness is supported
by Lee Clark Mitchell, who claims that “Westerns repeatedly insist that
continuous effort is required to remain a man…The question is why
that achievement must be negotiated through scenes depicting the
body’s destruction.”10 Mitchell implies that men hoping to maintain a
masculine image of the West were forced to include violence in their
films, lest women should attempt to dominate frontier culture.
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Violent By Nature
Despite the claims made by Tompkins about Ford’s intent in emphasizing violence in his films, Ford had other reasons for using violence that
were not about women. His films depict nature as violent, creating an
American West that is untamed, unpredictable, and dangerous. Turner
attributes the formation of the typical American to a natural process:
The wilderness masters the colonist. It finds him a European in dress,
industries, tools, modes of travel, and thought…In short, at the frontier
the environment is at first too strong for the man…Little by little he transforms the wilderness but the outcome is not the old Europe…The fact is,
that here is a new product that is American.11
In this excerpt, Turner examines the root of the less sophisticated
American persona that exists as a result of the frontier. In stating that a
foreigner goes from “European in thought” to a “product that is American,” Turner implies that such a transformation could only be facilitated by experiencing the brutality of the wilderness.12 Furthermore, he
distinguishes the new way of thought as “Indian” throughout his argument, implying a less civilized logic. He defines the frontier as a battle
between man and wilderness, and suggests that although Americans
won out over nature, they were markedly changed. If this is true, then
routinely encountering, and eventually embracing, natural violence
such as harsh weather and geographical obstacles becomes a challenge
only Americans face. Turner contrasts American hardships with that of
the safe European lifestyle. This definition of the frontier becomes the
basis for the natural violence in Ford’s films.
Natural violence is a plot-furthering obstacle in a number of Ford’s
westerns. In Three Godfathers (1948), three cattle rustlers promise to
bring a newborn child safely across the desert to the fictitious New
Jerusalem. In their journey, the men encounter harsh elements such as
sandstorms and heat, and suffer from exhaustion and deprivation.13 In
reviewing the film, Bosley Crowther of the New York Times remarked,
“The violence and torment of the sandstorms which buffet and erode
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his three thirst-wracked fugitives in the desert veritably sting the spectator watching them.”14 In essence, the scenes that best conveyed the
“gritty atmosphere” were not ones of dialogue, but the brutality of nature itself.15 It appears that audiences interpreted natural violence as a
fundamental element of the West, suggesting the success of Ford’s use
of brutal scenery.
Ford’s adaptation of John Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath (1940) reveals
his attention to natural violence, but also the effects that his characters’
responses to nature had on his audience. The film revolves around the
catastrophic impact of the Dust Bowl on the Joad family, as well as its
arduous journey West on Route 66. As Frank Nugent’s New York Times
review observes, Ford’s film “followed the book; has followed it closely,
but not with blind, undiscriminating literalness…The book’s ending
has been dropped; the sequence of events and of speeches has been
subtly altered.”16 Nugent refers to the ending in Steinbeck’s novel, in
which the Joad family suffers a downfall and breaks up, in contrast to
Ford’s dénouement in which the family ends up in a “good” camp with
government help.17 The stark contrast between the chosen endings, in
a film in which nature has taken an unpredictable turn for the worse,
illuminates Ford’s determination to keep the West’s image desirably attractive. In modifying the ending to one of hope, success, and faith in
the Western lifestyle, it becomes apparent that Ford wanted to ensure
audiences remained optimistic about the mythical West, just as Turner’s thesis claimed that Americans, in time, mastered the wilderness for
their own benefit.
Mastering Violent Elements
Just as the natural occurrences Ford depicts reflect his attempts to extend Turner’s thesis to his films, his characters’ responses to the challenges presented by the untamed Western climate reveal other qualities
consistent with Turner’s thesis. In describing the European’s transformation into an American, Turner asserts, “Before long, he has gone to
planting Indian corn and plowing with a sharp stick, he shouts the war
cry and takes the scalp in orthodox Indian fashion.”18 Turner’s Ameri-
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can adopts the primitive tools and savage battle tactics of an Indian. He
also acknowledges the resilience nature instills in Americans, who live
off the land and fight back when provoked. In a BBC interview taped
in 1968, Ford was asked about his heavy use of courage and bravery in
a majority of his films. Ford remarked that he found the quietest man
to often have more “guts” than the “biggest blowhard” in a group.19 It
becomes clear that Ford’s American was a man of few words who defended himself if challenged but did not actively look for trouble. His
dismissive reference to “blowhards” shows his disdain for talk at the
expense of action. Ford’s preference for personal ingenuity and common sense over more “European” debate and discussion conforms to
Turner’s vision of the American.
His desire to bring back this individual confidence and trust to Americans reflects his view of the Red Scare. During the trial of Joseph
Mankiewicz, the accused communist sympathizer and president of the
Directors Guild of America, Ford reportedly attacked his accuser, Cecil DeMille, saying, “I don’t like you, C.B. I don’t like what you stand
for and I don’t like what you’ve been saying here tonight.”20 Ford’s outrage over the pointing of fingers by anti-communists is evident in his
attempts to recreate national unity by promoting the ideal American
values of Turner. Similar to Turner, Ford’s directing indicates an admiration for the American ability to confidently tackle a problem rather
than shy away.
Ford’s characters perfectly embody Turner’s vision of the American.
Towards the end of Grapes of Wrath, Ma Joad remarks, “We keep acomin’. We’re the people that live. Can’t nobody wipe us out. Can’t nobody lick us…We’re the people.”21 After living in poverty as a result of
nature’s destructiveness for years, Ma has the confidence and determination to keep persevering. Similarly, in Three Godfathers, the trio
braves the harsh desert, but loses two along the way. The main character, Robert Hightower, manages to reach New Jerusalem, delivering the
baby to safety as he promised.22 The willpower of Ford’s characters and
their response to the challenges presented by a harsh nature suggest
Ford’s desire to convey the resilience and determination Turner found
unique to Americans.
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Romanticized Brutality
Physical brutality played a major role in furthering the plots of Ford’s
films, in many cases depicting clear moral victories of good over evil.
Turner establishes the American personality as reliant on vigor rather
than creativity, as well as
Coarseness and strength combined with acuteness and inquisitiveness;
that practical, inventive turn of mind, quick to find expedients; that masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic but powerful to effect great ends;…working for good and for evil.23
Turner asserts that a pragmatic approach to problems, common sensebased rather than artistic, is traditionally American because frontier
encounters shaped the American thought process. Turner also asserts,
“The frontiersman…knew how to preserve order, even in the absence
of legal authority.” In claiming that the American way of solving problems is “the most immediate, rough and ready, effective way,”24 Turner
implies that violence is a primary tool in settling disputes. Violence,
then, becomes a markedly Turner-like American quality, and Ford’s
films reflect this extension. In My Darling Clementine (1946), the depiction of a gunfight at the O.K. Corral revolves around the conflict
between justice and anarchy. The main characters (the Earp brothers)
are driving cattle when they come across the lawless town Tombstone
and lose their youngest brother in a violent encounter. The plot is driven by Wyatt Earp’s plan to seek vengeance for his brother’s murder,
a quest for justice culminating in a dramatic gunfight at O.K. Corral.
Wyatt avenges his brother’s death by killing the man who shot him.25
For Ford, justice consisted of meeting violence with violence. In the
same way, Turner believed the use of brutality to restore legal authority
was a uniquely American trait.
Tompkins’s interpretation of the use of violence in Ford’s films has been
criticized as overly cynical. Jeffrey Wallmann, for example, sees violence as symbolic of victories of good over evil, and more optimistically
as “opportunities for worthy adversaries.”26 He argues that Ford used
violence to show how Americans achieved justice on a lawless fron-
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tier rather than to undermine women’s social movements. Wallmann
observes that “such action does not mean that Westerns are inherently
violent, contrary to the accusations by media critics…and revisionist
historians such as Jane Tompkins…For a character to be tested requires a balance between vulnerability and endurance, and endurance
requires toughness.”27 Wallmann, contrary to Tompkins, sees violence
not as intended to channel an escape for men, but rather as a visually
effective means of proving a character’s heroic, and inherently American, ability to overcome challenges. Phil Koury of the New York Times
promotes the same idea in his article “Rationed Violence: Wholesale
Killing of Red Men and Badmen In Westerns Hit by Mounting Costs”
(1949), in which he discusses the future of violence in American film.
He writes that “westerns can become a major disaster in a civilization
that solves its problems with logarithms. It may lead to a highly technological Western whose riders are motionless, rifleless and dustless, and
in which death comes from radar-controlled missiles.”28 In his warning
about the lack of realistic qualities of violence in current films, Koury
makes it clear that violence is a key part of the Western, because it
justifies, even glorifies, the American way of approaching problems.
Ford’s use of violence to paint his characters in a noble and just light,
while giving them the qualities Turner describes as purely American,
suggests that his motive for using violence was to instill faith in the
American persona, rather than degrade it. As Scott Eyeman’s Sunday
Plain Dealer article “Blood on the Silver Screen” (1977) says, the “West
of John Ford” is one “where the men matched the glory of the mountains,” and his work “can be seen as an attempt to provide a legitimate
framework for the instinct of violence.”29
Evoking a Bygone Era
Modern film theorists interpret Westerns through a psychological
perspective. Americans have a persistent fascination with their own
past. Westerns were set in periods their directors neither lived through
nor shared any commonalities with, other than the connection of an
American heritage. This desire to look back with nostalgia at our past,
to ensure our memories are ones of success rather than struggle, has
had the profound ability to create entire genres based on a myth. It is
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understandable that in a state of constant change, Americans would
escape to eras remembered as simpler, easier, and truer to the American spirit. In evoking Turner’s classic American persona, Westerns also
manage to evoke another typically common American emotion: nostalgia for a simpler time. Westerns, as a genre, were somewhat wistful
reminiscences of a bygone era, and perhaps a mythical one; a movement by Americans to return to a more familiar time, even if that time
never quite existed.
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